Introduction

How sound propagates from a source to a receiver outdoors is a complicated problem because there are several wave propagation and meteorological mechanisms that can affect the result. The shape and type of ground surface also play a part. The received signal is influenced by each mechanism in a different way and to an extent that depends on range, source and receiver heights, and sound frequency.

The study of sound propagation in the atmosphere has a long and interesting history (refs. 1 and 2). As early as 1636, Mersenne (1588–1648) measured the speed of sound by timing the interval between the flash and sound of a gun blast. He obtained a value of 230 toises per second, equivalent to about 448 m/sec. A contemporary, Gassendi (1592–1655) noted that the speed of sound was independent of its intensity, since the speed was the same whether the sound was made by a large weapon, such as a cannon, or a smaller one, such as a musket. Derham in 1708 concluded that favorable winds speeded sound propagation while adverse winds retarded it: he did not measure temperature but concluded that the speed of sound was the same in summer as in winter. In 1740, Bianconi in Bologna showed that the speed of sound definitely increased with increasing air temperature. The first precise measurements of the speed of sound were probably those made in 1738 under the direction of the Academy of Paris. When corrected to 0°C, the value obtained was 332 m/sec—within about 0.3 percent of the best modern value—and it was obtained two and a half centuries ago.

From about 1860 onward, there was considerable interest in fog signaling for ships—Joseph Henry in the United States and Tyndall in Britain investigated what we would today call absorption or scattering by water vapor. Stokes at that time in a private letter to Tyndall wrote that scattering was more likely caused by temperature differences in the air. Knowledge of sound propagation in the atmosphere has usually developed in response to the needs of practical problems. During the first World War there was the problem of locating artillery; in the 1930's, the need to understand the loss of brilliance of music in concert halls; in the 1960's, the concern over noise produced by many forms of new technology—intense like commercial jet aircraft or widespread like powered lawn mowers and air conditioning. Since then the increasing...
numbers of noise sources, and often their greater intensity, have increased the social and political pressures on acousticians to yet again advance their knowledge of sound propagation outdoors. Significant progress has been made in recent years (refs. 3 and 4).

This chapter reviews the current state of knowledge of each basic mechanism and how each changes the spectral or temporal characteristics of the sound received at a distance from the source. An understanding of these mechanisms is important since some affect even short-range measurements, when one is often attempting to characterize the source. Long-range measurements or predictions, such as when one is attempting to predict the influence of a source on a neighboring community or to detect the source at the greatest possible range, are affected in different ways and by other mechanisms.

Some of the basic processes affecting sound wave propagation are present in any situation. These are

1. Geometrical spreading—Sound levels decrease with increasing distance from the source; there is no frequency dependence.
2. Molecular absorption—Sound energy is converted into heat as the sound wave propagates through the air; there is a strong dependence on frequency.
3. Turbulent scattering—Local variations in wind velocity and temperature induce fluctuations in phase and amplitude of the sound waves as they propagate through an inhomogeneous medium; there is a moderate dependence on frequency.

Other phenomena occur only because of the presence of the ground and are usually most significant near the ground. These phenomena and the features that cause them are

1. Reflection at the ground surface—The sound field reflected at the ground interferes with the direct sound field; interference is a repetitive function of frequency; height of source and receiver, their distance apart, and the type of ground surface are important parameters.
2. Type of ground surface—Surfaces have a finite and complex acoustic impedance that results in a phase change on reflection of a sound field and a reflection coefficient that is a function of angle of incidence; this in turn leads to the existence of a ground wave in addition to a plane reflected wave and under some circumstances, to a trapped surface wave.
3. Shape of ground surface—Concave ground surfaces can result in multiple ray paths between source and receiver and hence increased sound levels; convex ground surfaces such as berms or low hills can act as sound barriers and lead to an acoustical shadow that is penetrated by diffracted and scattered waves.
4. Near-surface micrometeorology—The ground surface heats (usually daytime) or cools (nighttime) relative to the atmosphere leading to vertical gradients in temperature; viscous drag of the surface on wind produces similar vertical gradients in wind speed; as a result, sound fields are refracted upward (warmer ground or upwind) or downward (cooler ground or downwind).

Finally, these phenomena depend for the most part on different parameters, and so each can be strong or weak depending on the particular circumstances. Furthermore the phenomena coexist, and a given sound field may be influenced by different
mechanisms at different frequencies, at different heights, or at different distances. These coexisting mechanisms sometimes reinforce, and sometimes nullify, each other.

**Geometrical Spreading**

Some energy spreads out as it propagates away from its source. At distances that are large compared with the effective size of the sound source, the sound wave fronts spread spherically in three dimensions provided that the atmosphere is isotropic. Note that sound does not necessarily radiate equally in all directions as it would from a true point source. However, if the point source approximation is applicable, the sound level decreases at the rate of 6 dB per doubling of distance. This situation exists once the directionality pattern of the source does not change as a function of distance. For coherent sources (those for which unique phase relationships exist between all the radiating elements), the Fresnel region near the source extends to a distance somewhat greater than the square of the source diameter, or square of its length, divided by the wavelength of the sound. Within this near-field region there is interference between coherent elements of the source and there are no simple relations between sound levels and position.

One should take care in defining the effective size of the source. For example, noise from an axial flow compressor is generated by flow past individual blades, but the pure-tone components of this noise are generated coherently by the complete annular ring of blades and are radiated from the inlet duct of the compressor (in some engines also from the fan outlet). The effective size of the source is the diameter of the inlet duct (or the distance between the inlet orifice and the fan outlet). When the noise source is a turbulent jet, the effective size of the source can be the whole mixing region, which is much larger than any dimension of the mechanical hardware.

The 6-dB decrease per doubling of distance relationship applies either to the instantaneous sound pressure level (or time-averaged sound level of a stationary source) or to the maximum sound pressure level reached during a passby of a moving source.

One must be careful to distinguish these from certain measures of total sound exposure received from a moving source during a passby event. Such measures as single event noise exposure level (SENEL) represent the total value of sound pressure squared when integrated throughout the passby event. In these cases, although the maximum sound pressure level decreases by 6 dB per doubling of the closest distance of approach, the length of time during which the sound pressure level is within a given difference from the maximum value also doubles, and the net result for any such time-and-intensity measures is that the level decreases at the rate of 3 dB per doubling of distance from the source. Three decibels per doubling of distance also represents cylindrical spreading of sound energy propagating away from a line source. Such a sound is that from the traffic flow along a busy road, where the individual vehicles are a line of discrete point sources each radiating sound incoherently with respect to the others.

The phenomenon of geometrical spreading, and the corresponding decrease in sound level with increasing distance from the source, is the same for all acoustic frequencies or wavelengths. Certain parameters of the atmosphere directly affect sound levels calculated from geometrical spreading, but these effects are very small and rarely, if ever, detectable. For example, gross changes in temperature (not to be
confused with transverse temperature gradients that produce refraction) change the speed of sound and hence the sound energy density and measured sound pressure levels. The sound level measured at the ground (temperature of 20°C) directly below an aircraft flying at an altitude where the temperature is -40°C is 0.5 dB less because of this 60°C temperature change than it would be if there were no temperature change. In addition, if the relative humidity was 100 percent, the sound pressure level at the ground would be decreased by a further 0.2 dB because of air density changes alone.

**Molecular Absorption**

In contrast to geometrical spreading, the absorption of sound energy by the atmosphere is a significant function of frequency, temperature, pressure, and humidity. Studies of molecular absorption have a history going back to the 19th century and continue even today. In this section we summarize the basic mechanisms by which acoustic energy is absorbed by the atmosphere, we discuss the current ANSI Standard for calculating atmospheric absorption (ref. 5), and finally we mention current research to improve the accuracy of the calculations.

The absorption of acoustic energy by a mixture of gases occurs through two basic physical mechanisms (ref. 6). The first involves the direct transfer of acoustic energy (ordered motion) into heat energy (random motion) through processes involving viscous effects and heat conduction. These two loss processes have been known since the 19th century and are known today as classical absorption. The second basic physical mechanism of absorption is molecular relaxation. The compressional energy of the acoustic wave is redistributed into rotational and vibrational modes of the molecules through binary collisions. The time lag associated with this transfer leads to absorption of sound energy, with maximum absorption (per wavelength) being reached at the relaxation frequency. For frequencies below 10 MHz, absorptions due to classical losses and molecular relaxation are additive. Current theory assumes that the total molecular absorption of acoustic energy by the atmosphere is the sum of four terms:

\[ \alpha = \alpha_{cl} + \alpha_{rot} + \alpha_{O} + \alpha_{N} \]  

where \( \alpha_{cl} \) is the classical absorption, \( \alpha_{rot} \) the absorption due to rotational relaxation, and \( \alpha_{O} \) and \( \alpha_{N} \) are, respectively, the absorption due to vibrational relaxations of oxygen and nitrogen.

The classical absorption is a function of temperature, pressure, and frequency. It is the dominant absorption mechanism for acoustic energy at high frequencies. The absorption due to rotational relaxation is also a function of temperature, pressure, and frequency. Furthermore, the rotational relaxation frequency in the atmosphere is well above 10 MHz. This permits the rotational absorption constant to be combined with the classical absorption constant into one expression for practical purposes. The combined expression yields the curve labeled “\( \alpha_{cl+rot} \)” in figure 1. These two absorptions provide the dominant losses at frequencies above approximately 30 kHz.

Historically, classical absorption and rotational relaxation were by themselves unable to account for the loss of brilliance long observed in concert halls in the frequency range above about 2 kHz. In response to this, theory was developed in the early 1930’s which included the contribution of the vibrational relaxation of oxygen.
Figure 1. Decrease in sound pressure level with distance as a function of frequency due to four molecular processes in equation (1). Temperature, 20°C; pressure, 1 atm; relative humidity indicated in percent.

In addition to frequency, temperature, and pressure, the vibrational relaxation absorption depends strongly on the concentration of water vapor. Collisions with water vapor molecules speed the energy transfer process and hence influence the frequency of maximum absorption. The dashed curves labeled \( \alpha_O \) in figure 1 indicate how the relaxation frequency, and hence the absorption due to the oxygen relaxation, changes at 20°C when the relative humidity increases from 1 to 100 percent. At normal temperatures and relative humidities, the oxygen relaxation provides maximum absorption at frequencies above about 2 kHz.

In the 1960's and early 1970's, increasing activity was devoted to predicting environmental noise in urban areas for community planning, including the control of aircraft noise. Measurements began to show deviations from the theory for molecular absorption at low frequencies, where most of the sound energy of environmental noise
is found. Initially empirical procedures (ref. 7) were developed to account for the discrepancies below 2 kHz. Later it was realized that the vibrational relaxation of nitrogen is the main absorption mechanism at low frequencies. The contribution to absorption of the nitrogen relaxation is illustrated by the curve labeled “aN” in figure 1.

The total molecular absorption due to the four contributions in equation (1) is shown by the curve labeled “Total” in figure 1. The absorption is predicted for a pressure of 1 atm, temperature of 20°C, and relative humidity of 40 percent and is expressed in decibels per 100 m. For example, the total absorption under these conditions is about 1 dB/100 m at 2 kHz. A set of fairly simple equations for practical calculations of the four terms in equation (1) form the basis of an ANSI standard (1978) for atmospheric absorption (ref. 5). The scientific support and experimental evidence for this standard are found in reference 6. The accuracy of the atmospheric absorption calculated from this standard (ref. 5) is approximately 10 percent for temperature from 0° to 40°C, relative humidity from 10 to 100 percent, frequency from 50 Hz to 10 MHz, and atmospheric pressure less than 2 atm. The calculations can have an accuracy of 5 percent over a more limited range of variables within the ones quoted above. On the other hand, outside this quoted range, for example, at low frequencies and low humidities, the accuracy of the calculation is usually worse than 10 percent. There is still a need for more fundamental work, especially at the more extreme conditions, to increase the understanding of these processes. Some recent work (ref. 8) aimed at extending the measurements at low frequencies has revealed discrepancies in the accepted relaxation frequencies of oxygen. It is expected that this and other new knowledge will result in a revision of the current ANSI standard (1978).

Effects Due to the Presence of the Ground

In this section, we consider only the direct effects on sound propagation caused by the ground. These effects are additional to those of geometrical spreading and molecular absorption already discussed. We postpone until later any discussion of near-surface micrometeorological effects such as those caused by heating or cooling. Propagation effects caused by the ground are most significant within a few wavelengths, that is, only a few meters above the ground surface. Furthermore, the ground has a greater effect on sound waves traveling essentially horizontally just above the ground than it does on sound waves impinging from nearly vertical directions.

When the sound source and receiver are above a large flat ground, sound reaches the receiver via two paths: directly from the source to the receiver, the direct field, and after being reflected from the ground surface between the source and receiver, the reflected field (fig. 2). Most ground surfaces are porous to some degree and therefore their acoustic impedance is complex. In simple terms, one may think of a resistive component of impedance that describes the losses of sound energy due to thermal and viscous effects in the interstices of the ground material; there is also a reactive component due to flow into and out of the porous ground in response to the alternating acoustic pressure in the air just above the surface that results in compression either of gas in the interstices or of the solid itself. The complex acoustic impedance of the ground is associated with a complex reflection coefficient.
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that is rarely as large as unity and is a function of angle of incidence. The sound field reflected from the surface therefore suffers (1) a reduction in amplitude and (2) a phase change between zero and \( \pi \) radians (0° to 180°). There is another more subtle, but very important, effect on the sound field: if the incident waves are plane, the reflected waves are also plane because all parts arrive with the same angle of incidence; but if the incident field is of some other shape (e.g., spherical), then different parts of the wave front meet the plane surface with different angles of incidence and are subjected to reflection coefficients that differ in magnitude and phase. Thus the reflected field has a different shape; for example, a spherical field no longer appears to come from a point source below the surface. Instead the source region becomes blurred and theoretically stretches to infinity.

Plane Waves

The reflection coefficient \( R_p \) for plane waves incident on a plane surface is given in its simplest form by

\[
R_p = \frac{\sin \theta - Z_1/Z_2}{\sin \theta + Z_1/Z_2}
\]

where \( \theta \) is the angle of incidence (fig. 2) and \( Z_1/Z_2 \) is the ratio of the characteristic impedance of air at ground level to the specific normal acoustic impedance of the

Figure 2. Schematic of the direct sound field by the ray path SM and that reflected at the ground surface by the path SGM. (I is the location of the geometric image of the source in the ground.)
ground surface. The impedance $Z_2$ is complex. This simple form of the equation for the complex reflection coefficient $R_p$ is for a ground surface of local reaction, that is, a surface whose reflection coefficient at any point is not significantly affected by the sound field incident at neighboring points. If the ground can support a significant amount of wave propagation, either in the solid material or in the air of the pores, then the expression for the reflection coefficient becomes more complicated, but its properties remain almost the same. In practice the impedance $Z_2$ must always remain finite, even though it is very large for hard surfaces such as concrete, so that for $\theta$ small enough to make $\sin \theta \ll |Z_1/Z_2|$, $R_p$ always approaches $-1$ at grazing incidence. Figure 3 shows the magnitude $|R_p|$ and phase change $\phi$ of the complex reflection coefficient $R_p = |R_p|e^{i\phi}$ for plane waves incident on a typical grass-covered surface such as an airport or field. Only at grazing incidence does the magnitude of the reflection coefficient reach unity, and this is accompanied by a phase change on reflection of $\pi$ radians (180°). For most angles of incidence that are not close to grazing, the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is between 0.5 and 1.0, and the phase change on reflection of the sound waves is less than about $\pi/4$ radians (45°) and can often be ignored. The general features shown in figure 3 apply for all ground surfaces although the angle of incidence scale (abscissa) and the magnitude of the reflection coefficient scale (ordinate) change depending on the acoustic impedance of the ground surface. For example, the magnitude of the reflection coefficient $|R_p|$ always has a minimum when its phase change is $\pi/2$ radians (90°). The angle of incidence for which this occurs becomes more nearly grazing as the acoustic impedance of the ground increases, for surfaces like concrete, asphalt, or packed earth, and becomes more oblique as impedance decreases, for softer ground surfaces like snow or the ground in a forest.

**Ground and Surface Waves**

Because the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient $R_p$ vary with angle of incidence, as shown in figure 3, the total sound field near the ground cannot usually be described mathematically by the simple addition of two terms, the incident sound field and the reflected sound field multiplied by the plane-wave reflection coefficient of equation (2). An additional term is required that allows, in effect, for the fact that each curve in figure 3 is not a horizontal straight line. A more complete expression for the sound pressure $p$, borrowed from electromagnetic theory and known as the Weyl–Van der Pol solution is

$$p/p_0 = e^{ikr_1}/kr_1 + R_p e^{ikr_2}/kr_2 + (1 - R_p)F e^{ikr_2}/kr_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

In equation (3), $p_0$ is a constant, $k$ is the wave number of the sound field (the number of wavelengths in a length of 2$\pi$ meters), $r_1$ and $r_2$ are the ray paths in figure 2, and $F$ is a complex amplitude function (ref. 9) that allows for the curvature of the incident sound field and, under some circumstances, the possible existence of a surface wave. Mathematically $F$ is related to the complex error function of a parameter $w$, known...
Figure 3. The magnitude $|R_p|$ and phase change $\phi$ of the plane-wave reflection coefficient as a function of angle of incidence $\theta$ at three typical frequencies for a grass-covered surface.

in this context as the numerical distance, and given by

$$w = \left( \frac{1}{2} ikr_2 \right) \left( \sin \theta + \frac{Z_1}{Z_2} \right)^2$$

(4)

The first term on the right side of equation (3) clearly represents the direct sound field in both phase and amplitude, the second term represents the field reflected at the ground surface but assuming the plane-wave reflection coefficient at the angle of specular reflection, and the third term corrects the reflected field to account for
the angle of reflection systematically varying with position along the surface. This third term in equation (3) is called a ground wave in acoustics but may also include a surface wave under some circumstances (beware that the term "ground wave" in electromagnetic propagation applies to the whole right side of eq. (3)).

When the source and receiver are both relatively near the ground and are a large distance apart, the direct and reflected fields (the ray paths \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) in fig. 2(a)) become nearly equal and the grazing angle \( \theta \) tends to zero. The direct and reflected sound fields then cancel each other because \( R_p \to -1 \), and any sound reaching the receiver (apart from mechanisms to be described later) is explained theoretically by this third term of equation (3).

The amplitude factor \( F \) is shown in figure 4 vs. the numerical distance \( w \) described by equation (4). The factor \( F \) is complex and is shown for several values of the phase angle \( \psi \) of the ground impedance,

\[
\psi = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{\text{Im} \ Z_2}{\text{Re} \ Z_2} \right)
\]  

It is intuitively useful to consider the abscissa of figure 4, the numerical distance \( w \), as the propagation distance between source and receiver but scaled for the value of frequency (proportional to \( k \)), for impedance \( Z_1/Z_2 \), and for angle of incidence \( \theta \). The behavior of the ground wave during propagation is best described by assuming for the moment that the ground surface is purely resistive, that is, the curve for \( \psi = 0^\circ \) in figure 4. This curve cannot contain any surface waves (see below). Then at short distances \( w << 1 \), the ground wave suffers no excess attenuation, \( |F| \) is essentially unity, and the second and third terms of equation (3) combine to describe a sound field as if it were reflected from an infinitely hard surface. At greater distances \( w >> 1 \), or equivalently at higher frequencies, the ground wave decreases at a rate that is 6 dB per doubling of distance faster than that due to geometrical spreading alone.

In reality the phase angle \( \psi \) of the ground impedance is about 45° for grass-covered and most other ground surfaces at least up to frequencies of a few kilohertz. The curve for \( \psi = 45^\circ \) in figure 4 shows a substantial increase in \( |F| \), especially for numerical distances slightly greater than unity. This increase in \( |F| \) occurs only for positive values of \( \psi \), which in turn are related to the porous or capacitive behavior of ground surfaces for acoustic waves. The increase is due to the existence of a surface wave which is coupled to the ground but propagates in the air with an amplitude that has a maximum at the ground surface and decreases exponentially with height. For those whose experience and intuition are more mathematical than experimental, the ground wave corresponds to a branch line integral, and the surface wave to a pole. Thus, for certain values of complex impedance, the third term in equation (3) is given completely by a branch line integral, but as impedance is varied, it may become necessary to allow for the contribution from a pole. In these cases the pole contribution effectively appears to grow out of the contribution from the branch line integral, just as the surface wave appears out of the ground wave when the values of complex surface impedance allow.

Obviously ground and surface waves are closely related but their fundamental origins differ, as does their behavior during propagation. Ground waves exist because curved wave fronts strike different parts of the ground at different angles of incidence.
Numerical distance, |w|

Figure 4. The magnitude of the complex amplitude factor $F$ in decibels as a function of numerical distance $w$ (eq. (4)). (From ref. 9; see also ref. 9.)

and because the reflection coefficient of finite-impedance ground is also a function of angle of incidence. Ground waves exist unless the ground is infinitely hard or infinitely soft or unless the incident wave fronts are plane, that is, the source can be considered infinitely far away. Surface waves exist when the ground surface is sufficiently porous, relative to its acoustical resistance, that it can influence the airborne particle velocity near the surface and reduce the phase velocity of sound waves in air at the surface. This traps some of the sound energy in the air, regardless of the shape of the incident sound field, to remain near the surface as it propagates from the source to the receiver. This latter point may be significant because surface waves, which spread cylindrically (in horizontal directions only), decrease at 3 dB per doubling of distance, whereas all other components of the sound field, including the ground wave component of the reflected sound field, decrease by at least 6 dB per doubling of distance. Though surface waves may initially decrease more slowly with distance, they eventually decay rapidly relative to other components of the total sound field because they are closely coupled to the ground surface and lose energy exponentially with distance through viscous and thermal processes in the pores of the ground.

Acoustic Impedance of Ground Surfaces

Sound waves incident on a ground surface are reflected and interfere with the incident field. This interference field can be probed within a few wavelengths of the ground to measure sound pressure and phase, or equivalently the position of maxima and minima of pressure, or to measure the distribution of phase gradient or of phase, in order to determine the reflection coefficient $R_p$. Alternatively the ground
impedance can be found directly by determining the pressure and the particle velocity at the surface. All these measurements are difficult to make with the necessary accuracy for most ground surfaces, and so various techniques have been used, each of which provides results of sufficient accuracy over a different but limited range of frequencies or values of ground impedance. Anybody planning to undertake such measurements is strongly advised to read the original papers so as to be aware of the subtleties of the various techniques and precautions that are important to obtaining valid results. We shall do no more than outline each of the measurement techniques and indicate their principal strengths and limitations.

Some early values of ground impedance were measured in reference 10 with an impedance tube "screwed" into the ground in situ to a depth of about 0.2 m. Like several of the other techniques to be mentioned, these measurements are restricted to normal incidence, suffer from the uncertainty of knowing exactly where the theoretical ground surface is located, and can change the flow resistivity, porosity, or other parameters of the microstructure of the ground surface. To avoid some of these limitations, Dickinson and Doak developed a technique based on measuring the pressure profile along a line perpendicular to the surface below a loudspeaker suspended several meters above the surface—the ground surface remained undisturbed and the sound field was unconfined. Later the interference between the direct and reflected sound fields was measured (ref. 11) by moving a microphone along an inclined path, GM in figure 2(a). This method allowed measurements at oblique angles of incidence more appropriate to sound sources near the ground but were restricted to frequencies greater than about 400 Hz, that is, to wavelengths less than about 0.8 m, because the distance between interference minima is increased (inversely as $\sin \theta$) and becomes very large near grazing angles of incidence. More recently, a direct pressure vs. velocity, and hence impedance, measurement (ref. 12) has been obtained with a Helmholtz resonator, one side of the volume of the resonator being open and capable of being pushed into the ground surface. A motor-driven mechanical source provides a known volume velocity source and a microphone measures the resulting pressure. This technique is restricted to frequencies below about 300 Hz both by the capabilities of the sound source and by the requirement that the sound wavelength be large compared with the dimensions of the resonator. Another technique that measures both pressure and pressure difference near the surface, and hence by calculation the impedance at the surface, has been used in reference 13 for small areas of sound absorbent materials. Because of instrumental limitations and finite difference approximations, this technique allows sufficiently precise measurements only for frequencies greater than about 500 Hz. Still more recently, a two-microphone technique (ref. 14) has been used to measure pressure, phase, and phase difference along a vertical line in the spherically spreading interference field below a source suspended several meters above the ground. Measurements have been made down to 30 Hz over grass-covered ground.

A limited selection of measured values of the resistive and reactive components of normalized specific normal impedance for grass-covered ground at different sites is shown by the dashed curves in figure 5.

For many practical purposes our interest in the ground surface is merely the effect it has on the sound field in the air above it. The direct effect is through the reflection coefficient $R_p$ that varies in the complicated way illustrated in figure 3 as a function
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Figure 5. Normalized resistive (real) and reactive (imaginary) components of specific normal impedance for grass-covered grounds as a function of frequency. $\sigma_e = 150 \times 10^3 \ Pa\text{-sec/m}^2$ assumed in equations (7) and (8).

of angle of incidence and frequency. A simpler characterization of the ground is its specific normal acoustic impedance, $Z_2$ in equation (2). The impedance $Z_2$ is complex:

$$Z_2 = R_2 + iX_2$$

(6)

where $R_2$ is the resistive component of the ground impedance, and $X_2$ its reactive component. Most ground materials are porous, and thus for nonlayered grounds the specific normal acoustic reactance of the surface is capacitive, or springlike in electrical or mechanical analogs. The impedance $Z_2$ is a function of frequency and its two components for typical grass surfaces are shown in figure 5. Such impedance curves were shown in reference 15 to be described for most porous ground surfaces by a single parameter, the effective flow resistivity $\sigma_e$ of the ground. In reference 15 the empirical expressions earlier given in reference 16 were used for the specific acoustic impedance of fibrous porous materials. When the implied time dependence is $\exp(-i\omega t)$, these equations become

$$\frac{Z_2}{Z_1} = 1 + 0.051 \left( \frac{f}{\sigma_e} \right)^{-0.75} + i0.0769 \left( \frac{f}{\sigma_e} \right)^{-0.73}$$

(7)
Table 1. Ranges of Effective Flow Resistivity for Various Ground Surfaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of surface</th>
<th>Flow resistivity, Pa-sec/m²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1 m of new fallen, dry snow</td>
<td>7 to 30 × 10³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar snow</td>
<td>25 to 50 × 10³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest floor, pine or hemlock</td>
<td>20 to 80 × 10³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass on airfield, rough pasture</td>
<td>150 to 300 × 10³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough roadside dirt, assorted particle sizes</td>
<td>300 to 800 × 10³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy silt, packed</td>
<td>0.8 to 2.5 × 10⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone chips, thick layer (0.01 to 0.025 m mesh)</td>
<td>1.5 to 4 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old dirt roadway, stones (0.05 m mesh), interstices filled</td>
<td>2 to 4 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth, little vegetation and rain-packed</td>
<td>4 to 8 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New asphalt, depending on particle size</td>
<td>5 to 15 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarry dust, packed by vehicles</td>
<td>5 to 20 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old asphalt, sealed by dust and use</td>
<td>25 to 30 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete, depending on surface finish</td>
<td>30 to 100 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $f$ is the frequency in hertz, $\omega = 2\pi f$, and $\sigma_e$ is the effective flow resistivity of the ground in Pa-sec/m². Equation (7) is valid for a wide range of ground surfaces but tends to overestimate both components of the impedance below about 200 Hz. Table 1 gives the values of effective flow resistivity for various ground surfaces (ref. 17) that can be used in equation (7) to provide the specific normal acoustic impedance $Z_2$. This in turn can be used in equation (2) to provide the complex reflection coefficient $R_p$ and, with figure 4, a complete description of the effect of the ground on the sound field above it.

The predicted effect of four ground surfaces on the spectrum of a sound wave measured 1.22 m above the ground at a distance of 500 m is shown in figure 6. In figure 6(a) the source is 2 m above the ground (i.e., nearly horizontal propagation) as in figure 2(a) and in figure 6(b) the source is essentially overhead as in figure 2(b). The flow resistivity parameters of the four curves correspond roughly to snow, grass-covered earth, packed earth, and concrete. The predominant feature of each curve in figure 6(a) is the broad minimum of sound pressure level in the range of frequencies from about 100 to 400 Hz over snow to around 4000 Hz over concrete. The shape is determined by the large phase changes on reflection at nearly grazing incidence, illustrated in figure 3, interacting with the phase differences as a function of frequency that occur because of path length differences between the direct and ground-reflected sound fields (fig. 2). In figure 6(b) for nearly perpendicular reflection at the ground surface, there is almost no phase change on reflection regardless of the effective flow...
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resistivity of the ground surface. The shape of the curves therefore differs very little between surfaces and is determined almost entirely by path length differences. The first minimum occurs at about 70 Hz, for which the receiver is at a height of one-quarter wavelength above the ground (i.e., the reflected field travels an extra half-wavelength compared with the direct field). Subsequent minima occur at 3, 5, 7, ... times 70 Hz.

It is convenient to be able to characterize a wide range of common ground surfaces by the value of one parameter, whether selected from table 1 or measured for a specific surface of interest. When the one-parameter model is not sufficiently precise, for example, at frequencies below about 200 Hz, or when the ground changes significantly near its surface or is noticeably layered, then more elaborate theory can be invoked.

In reference 18 the acoustical properties of homogeneous and isotropic porous soils were shown to depend on four material parameters: flow resistivity, porosity, grain shape factor, and pore shape factor ratio. Of these parameters, the flow resistivity $\sigma$ and porosity $\Omega$ are the two most important; furthermore, the empirically determined effective flow resistivity $\sigma_e$ of the one-parameter model (eq. (7) and table 1) is essentially given by the product $\sigma\Omega$. Though in general more complicated, the four-parameter model yields a low-frequency and high-flow-resistivity approximation that provides better agreement with measured impedances at frequencies below 200 Hz than does the one-parameter model (eq. (7)). The normalized surface impedance derived from the four-parameter theory but limited to large values of the effective flow resistivity $\sigma_e$ and low frequencies is (eq. (14) of ref. 18):

$$\frac{Z_2}{Z_1} = 0.218 \left( \frac{\sigma_e}{f} \right)^{1/2} (1 + i)$$

Equation (8) is an alternative to equation (7) and differs from equation (7) by predicting that the resistive and reactive components of the ground impedance are equal and vary as the inverse square root of the frequency. (Equation (7) predicts a variation close to the inverse three-quarter power of frequency.)

This same low-frequency, high-flow-resistivity approximation also provides an expression for the normalized surface impedance of a ground whose porosity decreases with depth (eq. (31) of ref. 18):

$$\frac{Z_2}{Z_1} = 0.218 \left( \frac{\sigma_e}{f} \right)^{1/2} + i \left[ 0.218 \left( \frac{\sigma_e}{f} \right)^{1/2} + 9.74 \left( \frac{\alpha_e}{f} \right) \right]$$

Note that equation (9) is the same as equation (8) with the addition to the reactance of a term in $\alpha_e/f$, where $\alpha_e$ is an effective rate of decrease in porosity with depth. It is predicted that the resistive component of the ground impedance is unchanged by the rate of change of porosity below the surface.

When the ground consists of a porous layer backed by an essentially rigid impervious base, the obvious additional parameter needed to describe the normal surface impedance is the layer thickness $\ell$. The impedance of the surface layer $Z/\ell$ is then calculated by

$$\frac{Z_2}{Z_1} = \frac{Z_2}{Z_1} \coth \left( -ik_2 \frac{\omega}{c_0} \ell \right)$$
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\[ k_2 = 1 + 0.0978 \left( \frac{f}{\sigma_e} \right)^{-0.693} + i0.189 \left( \frac{f}{\sigma_e} \right)^{-0.62} \]  

(11)

and \( Z_2/Z_1 \) is given by equation (7), or equation (8) if appropriate.

The low-frequency, high-flow-resistivity approximation allows simplification of the expression for the surface impedance of a layered surface (ref. 18). At low frequencies, for many ground surfaces but not for a layer of snow because its flow resistivity is too small, equations (10) and (11) can be replaced by (eq. (33) of ref. 18):

\[ \frac{Z_f}{Z_1} = 0.00082 \sigma_e \ell_e + \frac{i 38.99}{f \ell_e} \]  

(12)

(a) Source 2 m above ground.

Figure 6. Predicted transmission spectrum measured 1.22 m above the ground for a source 500 m away.

where \( c_o \) is the sound speed at the surface of the ground and the normalized wave number \( k_2 \) is given by
where \( \ell_e \) represents the effective thickness of the layer given by \( \Omega \ell \). The porosity for many ground materials lies in the range \( 0.3 < \Omega < 0.6 \). Equation (12) shows that the normalized resistance of a surface layer backed by a hard rigid material is independent of frequency and that its normalized reactance increases rapidly with decreasing frequency.

The general effects on the sound field resulting from reflection at a layered surface for nearly grazing angles of incidence are illustrated in figure 7 (ref. 19). These sound pressure levels were measured at short range over a layered ground model of reticulated foam backed by a hard concrete floor. The principal effect is to deepen the minimum in sound pressure level in the so-called ground effect dip, in the region from 300 to 2000 Hz, compared with propagation over an infinitely thick layer of the same surface material. Although shown in these results, the minimum in sound pressure level does not necessarily occur at a higher frequency above a layered medium than above an infinitely thick ground.

**Ground Surfaces With a Discontinuity of Impedance**

As is apparent in figure 6(b), all types of ground have essentially the same effect on sound fields reflected almost perpendicularly to the surface. Different types of ground do however have different effects (fig. 6(a)) on sound traveling at nearly grazing angles.
of incidence. This latter configuration is of importance in many practical situations, for example, sound from an aircraft on the runway or from vehicle traffic on the highway, which propagates horizontally initially above an acoustically hard concrete or asphalt surface and subsequently above a softer grass-covered surface. Several authors (refs. 20–23) have developed theoretical solutions to the problem of nearly horizontal sound propagation across an impedance discontinuity, and measurements both indoors and outdoors up to horizontal distances of a few meters have been made (ref. 24) for various types and distance ratios of hard and soft ground. In general there is good agreement between predictions and measurements, and in all cases the measured sound spectra are significantly different from what they would be for homogeneous ground, whether all hard or all soft. A typical example of a measured spectrum (ref. 24) is illustrated in figure 8 for a source 0.1 m high over asphalt and receiver 0.5 m high over grass where the propagation distances are 2 m and 6 m over the respective surfaces. Predicted spectra for a ground consisting of all asphalt or all grass are also shown, as well as the predictions of the spectra using the theories of references 21 to 23.

In the absence of specific calculations, which are time-consuming in many cases, one can postulate from the variety of measurement configurations shown in the figures of reference 24 that a good rule of thumb is to calculate the spectra by assuming first
that the ground is all hard and second that it is all soft acoustically. A reasonably correct spectrum (within about 5 dB) can then be obtained by weighting the hard and soft spectra in proportion to the distances propagated over the hard and soft grounds.

**Refraction by Vertical Gradients of Wind and Temperature**

Under most weather conditions both the temperature and the wind vary with height above the ground. The velocity of sound relative to the ground is a function of temperature and wind velocity, and hence it also varies with height, causing the sound waves to propagate along curved paths. During the day solar radiation heats the earth surface resulting in warmer air near the ground. This condition, called a temperature lapse, is most pronounced on sunny days but can also exist under overcast skies. A temperature lapse is the common daytime condition during most of the year and ray paths curve upward.

After sunset there is often radiation cooling of the ground which produces cooler air near the surface. In summer under clear skies such temperature inversions begin to form about 2 hours after sunset, when they may extend to less than a meter above the ground; as the night progresses, they extend to increasing heights and can reach altitudes of the order of a hundred meters by sunrise. Throughout this period a temperature lapse exists above the top of the growing temperature inversion. Within the temperature inversion, the temperature increases with height and ray paths curve downward.
When there is wind, its speed decreases with decreasing height because of drag on the moving air at the ground. Therefore the speed of sound relative to the ground increases with height during downwind propagation and ray paths curve downward. For propagation upwind the sound speed decreases with height and ray paths curve upward. There is no refraction in the vertical direction produced by wind when the sound propagates directly crosswind. An illustration of the ray paths is shown in figure 9. In a temperature inversion or for propagation downward, the ray paths curve downward as in figure 9(a). Under specific conditions which depend on source and receiver heights, horizontal range, and the strength of the inversion, additional ray paths are possible that involve one or more reflections at the ground. In a temperature lapse or for propagation upwind, ray paths curve upward away from the ground as in figure 9(b). If the relation between sound speed and height is linear, there is a limiting ray that just grazes the ground and beyond which no direct sound energy can penetrate. This causes an acoustical shadow region. If, on the other hand, the sound speed profile is not linear, the limiting ray is replaced by a caustic because sound energy (rays) from various regions of the irradiated sound field can reach the same region along the shadow boundary. The effects of the temperature and wind profiles on the sound speed profile are additive. Rays curve upward or downward in the real atmosphere depending on the relative strength of the vertical gradients of temperature and wind speed. For example, an acoustic shadow can exist even downwind if the temperature lapse dominates the wind speed gradient to produce a sound speed that decreases with height. In what follows we shall distinguish between downward and upward refraction irrespective of which meteorological condition produces the effect.

**Downward Refraction**

The propagation of sound in a temperature inversion has been studied previously (ref. 25), but the principal results would be qualitatively similar for sound
propagation downwind. We shall therefore discuss here the more general case of a sound velocity profile that increases with height. The form of profile which is most convenient for physical interpretation and mathematical computation is one where the sound velocity increases linearly with height:

\[ c = c_0 (1 + \gamma h) \]  

(13)

In equation (13), \( h \) is the height above the surface and \( \gamma \) is the coefficient of increase in velocity with height. We note that a linear variation with height is a good approximation for most cases although it is not necessarily achieved in practice. The sound rays between source and receiver are then circular arcs. When either the sound source or the receiver is above the ground, in addition to the direct ray there are reflected rays which also follow circular paths (fig. 10).

(a) At short or moderate source-to-receiver distances.

(b) At longer source-to-receiver distances.

Figure 10. Bending of ray paths in downward refraction.

If source and receiver are separated by moderate distances of the order of \( d = 100 \) m and are a few meters above the ground, there is only one reflected ray, providing that we also assume average atmospheric refraction. The direct and reflected ray paths are illustrated in figure 10(a). Note that the angle \( \theta \) for the reflected ray is greater than for an unstratified atmosphere. The magnitude of the reflection coefficient therefore deviates further from \(-1\) and the destructive interference between direct and reflected waves becomes less complete. The result is less attenuation for frequencies around 500 Hz. This is illustrated by the measurements (ref. 26) in figure 11. The curve labeled "0" represents sound levels measured in the absence of stratification or crosswind while the curve labeled "+5" represents results for downwind propagation. There is essentially no difference between those two curves below 400 Hz at 110 m or below 300 Hz at 615 m from...
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the source. At higher frequencies, however, the reduced attenuation for downwind propagation is evident.

Figure 11. Sound pressure levels relative to free field in 1/3-octave bands of noise measured at 110 and 615 m from a jet engine (ref. 26). Numbers on curves indicate wind velocity, in m/sec, in the direction of propagation; curves marked “L” are for a temperature lapse. (From ref. 3.)

In general at longer distances $d$ there are more than one reflected ray path (refs. 25 and 27). The existence of these additional ray paths is easily predicted (ref. 25) from elementary analytical geometry. Further, a particular ray may be reflected several times between source and receiver. When there is one reflection at the ground for any ray, there are three possible reflected ray paths. These are illustrated in figure 10(b) by the dashed curves. There is the ray reflected at the midpoint between source and receiver, assuming for the moment that the source and the receiver are at equal heights. The two other rays have a point of reflection displaced from this midpoint, one striking the surface relatively near the source and the other near the receiver. These additional paths further degrade the ground effect attenuation as shown in figure 11, at 615 m for frequencies above 400 Hz.

In the general case of finite source and receiver heights $h_s$ and $h_r$, there are a total of four reflected ray paths for each number of reflections per ray greater than one. There is, however, an upper limit to the number of reflections at the surface, unless $h_s = h_r = 0$. It is not difficult to develop a simple criterion to determine the existence or absence of the higher order paths with multiple reflections. Let $H_1$ be the height of a ray path at its zenith (fig. 12). One can show for $h_s$ and $h_r << d$, that

$$H_1 \approx \frac{\gamma d^2}{8} \quad (14)$$
where equality occurs when \( h_s = h_r = 0 \). Further, rays are realizable provided that

\[
H_n \approx \frac{H_1}{n^n} \geq h_s \quad \text{and} \quad h_r
\]

Thus when \( n \) is sufficiently large that \( H_n < h_s \) or \( h_r \) then the corresponding ray paths do not exist. To take specific examples, we assume that \( h_s = h_r = 1.2 \) m and \( \gamma = 3 \times 10^{-5} \) m\(^{-1}\), typical for a temperature inversion. Then, from equation (14), \( H_1 = 0.04 \) m for \( d = 100 \) m. Thus there is only one reflected ray path as shown in figure 10(a). Next, for \( d = 800 \) m, we find that \( H_1 = 2.4 \) m and \( H_2 = 0.6 \) m. This example corresponds to the illustration in figure 10(b). Finally at a much larger distance, for example, \( d = 4 \) km, equations (14) and (15) yield \( H_1 \approx 60 \) m and hence \( H_7 \approx 1.2 \) m and \( H_8 \approx 0.9 \) m. Thus, theoretically at least, there should be no ray paths having more than about seven reflections between source and receiver when both are 1.2 m above the surface.

**Figure 12.** Schematic showing groups of ray paths in downward refraction that have approximately the same heights at zenith. (From ref. 25.)

At these larger distances, when the ultimate goal is to estimate the sound levels at a distant point as a result of sound traveling via the numerous ray paths, it is useful to group them differently from the number of reflections a ray suffered between source and receiver. A convenient grouping is according to the maximum height above the surface reached by the path as shown in figure 12. Thus the four rays having zenith heights of approximately \( H_1 \) have different numbers of surface reflections \( m \); one has \( m = 0 \), two have \( m = 1 \), and one has \( m = 2 \). These rays follow almost the same path through the atmosphere and maintain partial coherence between themselves to a much greater extent than between other similar groups of ray paths. Under such conditions a method has been suggested (ref. 25) to estimate the sound levels at distant receivers. The interference between the direct ray from the source and the rays reflected at the surface are first calculated for the first grouping of individual rays in the bundle having zenith \( H_1 \). The amplitude and phase of the waves reflected near the source are calculated from the impedance of the surface, assuming that this is known, and added coherently to the direct ray, in effect assuming a composite source (see ref. 25 for the details of the calculations). Because the ground surface in the vicinity of the receiver can vary from one location to another, the sound rays reaching the receiver after a last reflection in the vicinity of the receiver should, on
average, be taken into account by adding their intensity to that of rays not suffering this reflection. If the reflection coefficient of the surface near the receiver is known to be unity, this implies adding 3 dB to the level given by the rays not reflected in this region. However a more typical magnitude for the reflection coefficient is less than unity and an average correction of 2 dB is suggested. The roles of sound source and receiver are reciprocal, so this discussion is valid also when the ground impedance near the receiver is known, but that near the source is not known or may vary from one source location to another. The sound energy traveling via the other groups of ray paths with zenith $H_2, H_3$, etc., experience different local turbulence (see the next section) and hence are expected to add incoherently to the energy via the primary group. The maximum correction to be added to the results calculated for the primary group is about 2.2 dB when there are an infinite number of possible paths (see ref. 25). In more realistic cases, when only a few of these paths exist, the correction to be added is about 0.5 dB. In most outdoor sound propagation problems this correction for multiple paths in downward refraction is therefore negligible.

The factors just discussed lead to the qualitative conclusion that downward refraction can nullify the reduction in sound pressure levels caused by ground effects. Sound levels therefore increase to the levels predicted by geometrical spreading and molecular absorption alone, but in general not above such levels. Increases above such levels are due to focusing caused by curved, that is, nonlinear, sound speed gradients and are inevitably accompanied by decreases caused by defocusing elsewhere in the sound field.

**Upward Refraction**

When the sound speed decreases with height, the sound rays are bent upwards, away from the ground. For realistic sound speed profiles, there is a limiting ray leaving the source which just grazes the ground. This limiting ray is shown in figure 13, and when the sound speed decreases linearly with height, the ray is an arc of a circle. Above this limiting ray the sound field is composed of direct and ground-reflected waves. Below the limiting ray there is an acoustical shadow region in which these waves theoretically do not exist; sound energy does however penetrate this shadow region due to other, diffractive propagation mechanisms.

It is perhaps useful to remind ourselves that rays do not represent any real physical entity. Rays are a convenient way of understanding various features of a sound field. For example, interference is a wave phenomenon that depends on phase differences between sound fields; rays provide a convenient set of geometrical lines from which path length differences, and hence phase differences, can be calculated. Similarly in figure 13 the limiting ray is a geometrical line whose trajectory can be calculated and which divides the sound field into two regions; the sound field is however continuous across the limiting ray, although it changes across a broad band of space near the limiting ray at a rate which depends on the wavelength of the sound and often on other geometrical factors—again, affirmation that what occurs in a sound field is governed by wave mechanisms.

Above the shadow region, the sound field can be described by the same arguments as before. A typical pair of direct and reflected waves is shown by the dotted curves in figure 13 to the point $M_1$. There is always only one ground-reflected wave and the incidence angle $\theta$ is smaller than for the unstratified atmosphere. The magnitude
the reflection coefficient is now closer to \(-1\) and the destructive interference between direct and reflected waves is enhanced. This increases the attenuation for frequencies above about 500 Hz (see the curves in fig. 11 at 110 m, labeled \("-5\) for upwind propagation and \("-5L\) for lapse conditions). These results were probably measured just beyond the limiting ray into the fringe of the shadow; however the results still show the effect described above. Theory to account for the changing incidence angle due to the curved ray path has been described in reference 27, where calculated curves predicted well the changes in the spectra of figure 11 at high frequencies.

At 615 m from the source the results labeled \("-5\) and \("-5L\) in figure 11 were measured farther into the shadow region (M2 in fig. 13) and the description of these results requires a very different analysis. A number of numerical methods are available to compute accurate quantitative results (refs. 28 and 29). These reconstruct the sound field allowing for the effects of diffraction, changes in sound velocity with height, or other relevant factors. However to provide a better understanding of the features involved, we shall describe the process in an alternative and more intuitive way. The sound levels, in the absence of turbulence, can be determined from diffraction theory (ref. 30), which suggests that the energy received at M2 initially leaves the source and travels along the limiting ray to the ground. Then it propagates in the air along the surface in a creeping wave. At an appropriate distance, the energy is then shed from the creeping wave and travels to M2 along the ordinary geometrical acoustics ray shown by the dashed curve in figure 13. An example of an acoustical shadow governed by this mechanism is shown in figure 14. The points are measurements made above an asphalt surface at a distance of 200 m from a point source (ref. 31), at locations well within the shadow region. Predictions obtained from creeping-wave theory, the solid curves, are in reasonable agreement with the measured values except at the two highest frequencies close to the ground and upwind, that is, where the sound pressure levels are lowest. This discrepancy
is probably due to yet another mechanism, scattering by turbulence, whereby sound energy is redistributed between various regions of otherwise coherently determined sound fields.

Atmospheric Turbulence

The atmosphere is an unsteady medium (ref. 32) with random variations in temperature, wind velocity, pressure, and density. In practice only the temperature and wind velocity variations significantly affect acoustic waves over a short time period. During the daytime these inhomogeneities are normally much larger than is generally appreciated. Shown in figure 15 is a typical record of the temperature measured 1 m above a flat ground surface on a sunny day. The measurement was made with a fast response (< 1 msec) thermometer. Fluctuations in temperature of
5°C which last several seconds are common and 10°C fluctuations not uncommon. The wind velocity fluctuates in a similar manner and has a standard deviation about its mean value that is commonly one-third of the average value. When waves propagate through the atmosphere, these random fluctuations scatter the sound energy. The total field is then the sum, in amplitude and phase, of these scattered waves and the direct line-of-sight wave, resulting in random fluctuations in amplitude and phase. The acoustical fluctuations are in some respects analogous to more familiar optical phenomena such as the twinkling of light from a star.
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*Figure 15. Typical recording of the temperature measured about 1 m above the ground on a sunny summer day. The response time of the thermometer was less than 1 msec.*

Large eddies are formed in the atmosphere as energy is injected into the turbulence as a result of instabilities in the thermal and viscous boundary layers near the ground. For example, we have seen in the section on refraction that the average horizontal wind velocity varies as a function of height, being essentially zero at the ground surface, and this variation creates turbulence of a size approximately equal to the height. This is illustrated very clearly in reference 33. The size at which the energy enters into the turbulence is called the outer scale of turbulence and is designated by \( L_o \). The eddies of sizes greater than \( L_o \) are generally anisotropic. The spectrum in this range, called the input range, depends on how the turbulence is created in the particular circumstances, and thus there is no general formula describing the turbulence characteristics in this range.

In the range of the spectrum where the eddy size is smaller than \( L_o \), the kinetic energy of the turbulence is very much greater than the amount of kinetic energy that can be dissipated due to viscosity in the time required for a large eddy to break down into smaller eddies. Since the dissipation is negligible, almost all the kinetic energy can be transferred to eddies of smaller size. Thus, the energy transfer can be visualized as a process of eddy fragmentation where large-scale eddies cascade into eddies of ever-decreasing size. The characteristics of the initial conditions disappear, the fluid motion is almost completely random and irregular, and its features can be described in statistical terms. This part of the turbulence spectrum is called the inertial or Kolmogorov range.

However, as the eddy size becomes smaller, the fraction of available kinetic energy being dissipated by viscosity increases. Eventually the smallest size \( \ell_o \) of the eddies is reached where their kinetic energy is of the same order as the kinetic energy being dissipated. At this size \( \ell_o \), virtually all the energy is dissipated into heat and almost no energy is left for eddies of size smaller than \( \ell_o \). This size \( \ell_o \) is called the inner scale of turbulence and is typically of the order of 1 mm. The spectrum range of eddy size smaller than \( \ell_o \) is called the viscous range.
The three characteristic ranges of the spectral density of the turbulent atmosphere are illustrated in figure 16. The points are an example of a measured spectrum of wind velocity fluctuations. Essentially, the points represent the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the time-varying signal recorded by the anemometer. The measurements were made about 1 m above the ground and, as expected, the outer scale is about 1 m.

Figure 16. The three ranges of the atmospheric turbulence spectrum. The points are the result of an FFT analysis of a wind velocity recording.

For horizontal sound propagation near the ground in the range of frequencies from a few hundred to a few thousand hertz and distances of hundreds of meters, the propagation is most influenced by eddies having sizes greater than 1 m and hence in the input region of the turbulence spectrum. As explained above, there is no general formula describing the turbulence in this range. Measurements and some simple theory, although still tentative, are beginning to provide information on the mechanism governing the propagation through turbulence in this range (refs. 31 and 34). On the other hand, for air-to-ground propagation from an elevated source, the outer scale is much greater than 1 m and the propagation is most influenced by eddies in the inertial range of turbulence. Our understanding of the mechanism in this case is much better, mainly because of the large body of knowledge accumulated through work on atmospheric sounders (ref. 35).

Regardless of whether the significant turbulence is larger or smaller than the outer scale, the scattering of sound by turbulence produces fluctuations in the phase and amplitude of the received signal. The magnitude of the fluctuations increases with increasing distance of propagation, sound frequency, and strength of turbulence. Shown in figure 17 are measured phase (open points) and amplitude (solid points) fluctuations plotted as a function of the calculated fluctuations (ref. 34). The measured fluctuations are for a variety of frequencies, distances of propagation, and strengths of turbulence. The calculated values are obtained from simultaneous meteorological measurements. The graph shows that the phase fluctuations increase without bound, as predicted, for increasing values of the variables. The amplitude
fluctuations on the other hand, in addition to being systematically lower than the phase fluctuations, clearly show saturation.
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*Figure 17. Measured amplitude (solid points) and phase (open points) fluctuations as a function of the corresponding calculated values. (From ref. 34.)*

An effect of atmospheric turbulence, which is immediately suggested by the results shown in figure 17, is the nuisance of coping with fluctuating levels during noise measurements from relatively distant sources such as aircraft. However the saturation of the amplitude fluctuations shown in figure 17 minimizes this problem. The fluctuations in sound pressure level initially increase with increasing distance, but quickly reach a limiting value. For example when the noise from aircraft propagates under clearly line of sight conditions over distances of a few kilometers, the measured sound pressure levels fluctuate about their mean value with a standard deviation of no more than 6 dB. This is in agreement with the results of figure 17.

An effect of atmospheric turbulence which has traditionally been considered important is the direct attenuation of sound by turbulence. If the sound is in a highly directed beam, the turbulence attenuates the beam by scattering energy out of it (ref. 36). However for a spherically expanding wave this attenuation is negligible, because the scattering from turbulence is elastic and mostly in the forward direction through a small scattering angle. Therefore, in a simpleminded way, the energy scattered out from the line of sight is replaced by energy scattered back to the receiver from adjacent regions. This implies that the energy level of the root-mean-square sound pressure in an unsteady medium is the same as the level would be in the absence of turbulence. The only mechanism by which turbulence could
provide attenuation in a spherical wave field is backscattering (ref. 37). However it seems that the attenuation provided by backscattering is much smaller than the attenuation due to molecular absorption. The attenuation of sound due to scattering from a moderately directional source must lie between the two extremes of a finite-width beam and a spherical field, but has never been evaluated thoroughly. It is generally believed (ref. 3) to be negligible for most applications.

Other acoustical phenomena are most strongly and directly affected by atmospheric turbulence. For example the interference of direct and ground-reflected waves depends critically on the exact phase relationship that exists between them. The random fluctuations in phase shown in figure 17 bring into question the use of coherent acoustical theory to describe this phenomenon, as was done earlier. The points in figure 18 are excess attenuation measurements from reference 26 of jet noise propagating across a grass-covered field for various distances. (Excess attenuation is that which is over and above attenuation due to normal spreading and atmospheric absorption.) The dashed curve is calculated using the coherent acoustical theory described earlier. At frequencies below about 300 Hz, this theory adequately describes the measured values. However, above 300 Hz, the coherent theory begins to consistently overpredict the depth of the ground shadow at a distance of 100 m. The discrepancy between the measured points and the solid curve reaches about 10 dB at a distance of 1 km. The solid curves were calculated (ref. 38) by treating the atmosphere as a turbulent medium and assuming a normal distribution of phase velocities of sound having a standard deviation of about 2 parts per 1000 and some partial coherence between the direct and the reflected path. Theory (refs. 38–40) shows that the partial coherence between the two paths is very sensitive to the ratio of path separation and coherence length of the medium. A coherence length of about 1 m, typical of values measured close to the ground, was used to calculate the curves in figure 18. To assume partial, rather than complete, coherence between the interfering waves is the only simple way to obtain reasonable agreement with measurements at all frequencies and distances. Alternatives such as using a different value of ground impedance could have secured agreement at some frequencies only at the expense of worse agreement elsewhere in the spectrum or at other distances.

Another example of the degradation of an acoustical shadow region was discussed in the previous section. The measurements shown by the open symbols in figure 14 suggest that, in addition to the energy that is diffracted into the shadow region, the sound scattered by turbulence is contributing to the total level. Although there is as yet no direct quantitative calculation to support this hypothesis, it is consistent with model experiments (ref. 41) using thin barriers.

In summary, atmospheric turbulence was evoked in the past to account for decreased sound levels that did not appear to have any other explanation. However this was before the role played by many of the relevant wave propagation mechanisms had been appreciated. Now work is showing why, and to what extent, turbulence enhances the sound levels in the various types of shadow regions.

Discussion

Up to now we have discussed the consequences of the finite impedance of the ground on sound propagation outdoors in an ideal atmosphere. The discussion was then extended to a stratified atmosphere with curved ray paths, but in the absence of
Figure 18. Comparison of measured sound levels (ref. 26) with values predicted from theory for jet noise propagating over a grass-covered field. (From ref. 38.)
turbulence, and subsequently to include the effects of the turbulent atmosphere, but for straight line propagation. It is possible, at least theoretically, to assume straight line propagation in a turbulent atmosphere. This could happen for propagation downwind on a sunny day when, fortuitously, the wind velocity gradient equals the temperature gradient in magnitude but differs in sign, to produce a zero sound speed gradient. In practice, situations do occur where the sound speed gradient is negligibly small and there is a body of theory (refs. 33 and 38–40) that accounts for partial coherence due to turbulence and which shows reasonable agreement with measurements (refs. 33 and 38).

However the idealization of a nonturbulent but stratified atmosphere may be rarely achieved in practice. The presence of strong wind and temperature gradients is usually accompanied by atmospheric turbulence. An exception could be a temperature inversion in the absence of wind. Fortunately it is not difficult to extend an existing model (ref. 27) to allow for partial coherence between the curved ray paths.

An example of such a calculation is shown in figure 19. The curves are calculated relative sound pressure levels as a function of distance for two frequencies and three atmospheric conditions. The solid curves assume propagation above grass-covered ground in a zero sound speed gradient but in the presence of atmospheric turbulence which could correspond to a Turner class (ref. 33) of 1. This calculation has been previously presented for one frequency in reference 31. At 125 Hz or any other low frequency the result is indistinguishable from theory that neglects atmospheric turbulence. However at 1.2 kHz the solid curve differs significantly from the prediction of coherent theory. This latter theory begins to predict lower sound pressure levels at a distance of about 50 m to attain -25 dB at 1 km, for a discrepancy of 15 dB between coherent theory and the solid curve.

The short-dashed curves are calculated for a slightly less turbulent atmosphere but, in addition, for a positive sound speed gradient (downward refraction). Beyond 400 m, ray theory predicts the existence of additional ray paths (see eq. (15)). At 125 Hz the results differ little from coherent theory. On the other hand at 1.2 kHz, the increased incidence angle, the additional ray paths beyond 400 m, and the loss of coherence all contribute to almost eradicating the attenuation produced by the finite impedance of the ground (at the larger distances where there are many ray paths, a simpler calculation was performed (ref. 25)).

The long-dashed curves were calculated for a slightly more turbulent atmosphere than the short-dashed curves but now for a negative sound speed gradient (upward refraction). The shadow boundary expected from ray theory occurs at 400 m. Therefore, beyond 400 m the curve is calculated using diffraction theory (ref. 31). At 125 Hz the long-dashed curve differs from the solid curve only beyond 400 m, that is, in the shadow region that exists in this case. At 1.2 kHz the long-dashed curve differs negligibly from the result that would be obtained using coherent theory up to about 400 m. This is because the reduced incidence angle of the reflected wave produces lower sound pressure levels which are then enhanced because of partial coherence between direct and reflected waves. For this particular calculation the two effects almost cancel. Beyond 400 m the levels are determined by diffraction theory up to some relative sound pressure levels shown by the shaded area. The body of available experimental data (refs. 3, 26, and 31) shows that, in practice, lower sound pressure levels are not achieved in a turbulent atmosphere. There is no
Figure 19. Comparison of predicted sound pressure levels as a function of distance for two frequencies and three atmospheric conditions. Propagation over grass in presence of atmospheric turbulence.

rigorous theory to substantiate this at present. However there is some theory (ref. 41) and experimental evidence (ref. 31) to support the explanation that scattering by turbulence is responsible for these limiting sound pressure levels.

The features shown for the 1.2-kHz calculation are also found for frequencies between 200 and 2000 Hz, but differ in detail. The results also differ in detail for different atmospheric conditions, but the main tendencies remain. The curves are examples of typical behavior justified on physical arguments and are consistent with the behavior of experimental data (see fig. 13 of ref. 31 and the data in ref. 26).

In summary, because of variations in atmospheric conditions, it is not possible to produce a unique prediction of sound pressure levels, especially for distances greater than about 50 to 100 m. The levels will not exceed those given by inverse square law and molecular absorption (unless there are sufficient multiple downward refractive paths in which case the level may be enhanced by 1 to 2 dB) but can be, and usually are, lower because of a combination of other mechanisms; the levels are rarely lower by more than -25 to -35 dB because of the turbulent atmosphere.

**Diffraction**

The processes of diffraction arise from the mutual interaction of neighboring elements of a wave field. They occur when the amplitude and phase of the sound
field vary spatially in ways that are incompatible with the sound wavelength at any
given frequency. Far from any boundaries a sound field propagates in a relatively
simple way, and one can exploit this simplicity by describing the propagation in
terms of ray paths. However if a large solid body blocks the sound field, the ray
theory of sound propagation predicts a shadow region behind the body with sharply
defined boundaries, so in principle, on one side of the boundary there is a sound
field with well-defined phase and amplitude and close by on the other side of the
boundary there is essentially silence. This does not happen in practice; as the waves
propagate, sound “leaks” across this sharp boundary in ways governed by the laws
of wave motion and the boundary becomes less sharp. Diffraction effects are most
clearly evident in the vicinity of solid boundaries, or along geometrical ray boundaries
such as the limiting ray shown in figure 13.

Acoustic diffraction occurs in conjunction with a wide range of solid bodies: some
such as thin solid barriers are erected alongside highways or are carefully located to
shield residential communities from ground operations of aircraft; others such as
buildings are often built for other purposes but fortuitously provide some beneficial
shielding; yet others like undulating ground or low hills occur naturally and provide
shielding at much larger distances and bring forth other manifestations of diffraction
such as the creeping waves referred to earlier.

Most of the development of diffraction theory for sound waves has been adapted
from optical diffraction theory (refs. 42-44). It has been applied mainly to under-
stand and accurately predict the performance of thin barriers, including the practical
situations of barriers standing on ground of finite impedance, where effects due to
ground reflections and interference interact with diffraction of sound over the top
of the barrier (ref. 45). Other developments have been to describe the shielding
behavior of thick barriers (refs. 46 and 47), such as buildings or earth berms.

The simplest and most widely used procedure for determining the reduction of
sound pressure level due to diffraction around the edge of a barrier is described
in reference 48. One must first calculate the Fresnel number, which is simply the
minimum increase in distance that the sound must travel around the edge of the
barrier to go from source to receiver (fig. 20), divided by a half-wavelength \( \lambda/2 \) at
the frequency of interest. The Fresnel number \( N \) is

\[
N = \frac{2}{\lambda} (d_1 + d_2 - d_3)
\]

The reduction in sound pressure level is then given as a function of Fresnel number by
the curve in figure 21. This curve is obtained from diffraction theory assuming a thin
knife-edge barrier and no ground and then empirically allows for the presence of the
ground by reducing the loss of sound level by about 2 dB. This prediction curve is not
exact because the empirical correction does not account for the frequency dependence
(here, the Fresnel number dependence) of the ground-reflection interference in a
specific configuration of source, barrier, and receiver heights and distances apart.
The curve is correct to about \( \pm 5 \) dB in most cases and is the mean curve through
the interference spectrum that would be measured, and can be predicted, in any
specific circumstances.

In practice the reduction in sound pressure level behind a barrier rarely exceeds
about 15 to 25 dB, except in extreme configurations when the diffraction angle, \( \theta \)
in figure 20, is very large. More commonly the performance of a barrier is limited to these values by the effects of the turbulent atmosphere (ref. 41). As discussed previously, scattering by turbulence provides an additional mechanism by which sound energy can penetrate the shadow behind the barrier, thus resulting in an upper limit to the reduction in sound pressure level. If the barrier is not continuous, such as a row of detached houses, other empirical values are sometimes used. For example, when the gaps between houses are 30 to 50 percent of the whole, a drop of 2 to 3 dB is sometimes assumed for one row of houses, about 4 to 6 dB for two or more rows. These are obviously average values and are greater directly behind a house and much less in line with the break in the barrier.

![Figure 20. Schematic defining the necessary parameters for diffraction around a thin barrier.](image)

![Figure 21. Reduction in sound pressure level relative to the free field without a barrier as a function of Fresnel number N. (Curve from ref. 48.)](image)
When barriers are used specifically to reduce sound, it is good practice to locate them, when possible, as closely as possible to either the source or the receiver. A barrier of given height then results in a large value of the diffraction angle $\theta$ and a greater path lengthening $(d_1 + d_2 - d_3)$. This provides a larger insertion loss and also more protection against degradation of this insertion loss by refractive effects that, under appropriate meteorological conditions, can cause the direct sound field to curve around the edge of the barrier. It is difficult to be precise because the variables are so many, but refractive effects can often bend sound fields through a few degrees in a distance of 100 m: this suggests that the diffraction angle $\theta$ must be at least $5^\circ$ for a sound barrier to provide some amount of diffractive shielding under most meteorological conditions.

At distances between source and receiver greater than a few hundred meters, it is difficult to provide man-made barriers large enough to provide any noticeable reduction in sound pressure levels. Naturally occurring topographical features such as hills can often function as barriers, blocking the line of sight between source and receiver. There has been very little systematic study of the acoustical effects of terrain shape and type at long ranges, partly because of the wide range of possible forms and the difficulties of understanding the general principles that could then be applied to other terrains and partly because dominant meteorological effects would often cast considerable uncertainty on any terrain-related results. The processes of diffraction can however assist in understanding one very simple form of ground shape, namely a spherical or cylindrical surface that curves downward. There is a close analogy between a ground surface that curves downward in conjunction with sound rays that travel in straight lines and a ground surface that is flat while sound rays curve upward because of a temperature lapse or upwind propagation. The analogy is shown in figure 22, where the reader will recognize that figure 22(b) has extracted the relevant features from figure 13 that was earlier used to describe the behavior of sound fields in upward refraction due to meteorological gradients. Measurements and relevant theory (refs. 49–52) on grass and asphalt surfaces outdoors and artificial surfaces indoors having shapes corresponding to figure 22(a) are the subject of current work. Typical results (ref. 49) for propagation around a grass-covered cylindrical mound having a radius of curvature of 25 m are shown in figure 23 for two source-to-receiver distances and three receiver heights all within the shadow region.

![Sketch A](image)

The short dash curves in figure 23 represent the prediction of simple diffraction theory when the curved surface is replaced by an equivalent thin barrier, with the height of the equivalent barrier being determined by line-of-sight geometry as shown in sketch A on the left. This prediction is reasonably good at low frequencies, here below about 500 Hz, but at higher frequencies it underestimates the measured shadow by as much as 20 dB. The short-long dashed line in figure 23 is the prediction for creeping-wave diffraction mechanisms assuming a surface of infinite impedance, and the lower solid line was calculated (ref. 51) assuming a grass-covered surface of finite acoustic impedance. The trend of the measured values is clear for both receiver heights and is as expected from the ground impedance values shown in figure 5—at the lower frequencies the ground impedance is higher and can be idealized as a rigid boundary;
Figure 22. Analogy between sound propagation in a homogeneous, isotropic atmosphere over downwardly curving ground and sound propagation in an upwardly refractive atmosphere, above a flat ground.

as frequency increases there is a smooth transition to the predictions assuming a low acoustic impedance. The discrepancy between the measured points and the lower solid line at \( d = 11 \text{ m} \) and \( h_r = 0.25 \text{ m} \) is attributed to atmospheric turbulence (ref. 41).

Thus we see that diffractive mechanisms play an important part in the propagation of sound fields. These mechanisms are responsible for determining the sound pressure levels in acoustical shadow regions, whether these shadow regions are produced by solid obstacles at short or long ranges or by refractive processes causing the upward bending of sound rays.

Large-Amplitude Waves, Pulses, and Sonic Booms

The discussion of sound propagation mechanisms so far in this chapter, as in most of the acoustical literature, has assumed that sound waves propagate according to linear laws in a linear medium. It has been assumed, for example, that the speed of sound is a constant determined only by the properties of the air, principally its temperature; that the frequency and wavelength of a given sound do not change during propagation or as the sound is subjected to any of the mechanisms described so far; and that the amplitude of the sound, and its spectral content, change during these processes by the same fraction (or its sound pressure level by the same number of decibels) regardless of whether the sound initially has a high or a low sound pressure level. For many acoustical problems the assumptions of linearity, superposition of waves, and the approximations of small-amplitude acoustics are perfectly adequate.

When a sound source is sufficiently intense or when the sound field remains at a high enough level for a sufficient distance of propagation, then nonlinearity of many of the wave propagation processes becomes important, gives rise to many further phenomena, and can significantly affect the sound received by a distant observer.
Here we shall focus attention on one small group of nonlinear phenomena that are all related to the fact that the propagation speed of any part of the waveform depends on its own particular particle velocity. The result is that waveforms change shape during propagation, their spectral content changes, shock waves may develop, and there is increased absorption.

**Waveform Distortion**

As a sound wave propagates through air, the instantaneous pressure, particle velocity, temperature, and density at any point in the waveform all vary simultaneously and are closely related. In that part of the waveform where the pressure increases, the temperature and density also increase, and the longitudinal particle velocity due to the wave is in the direction in which the wave energy is propagating. (Conversely when the pressure, temperature, and density simultaneously decrease, the particle velocity is in the opposite direction to that in which the energy is being propagated.) The zero crossings of the sound waveform travel with the “small-amplitude” speed of sound, \( c_0 = 331.2 \text{ m/sec at } 0^\circ \text{C} \), which is the speed of sound described earlier. However other parts of the waveform, which we intuitively and most commonly think of as a pressure waveform, each travel relative to the local part of the propagation medium (refs. 53 and 54). There are two distinct effects on the speed with which
individual elements of the waveform propagate. Consider an element of the wave
having an instantaneous positive pressure: first the temperature is momentarily in-
creased due to the sound wave and so the local speed of sound is increased to a value
given by
\[ c = c_0 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} u \]  
(17)
where \( \gamma \) is the ratio of specific heats of air (\( \gamma \approx 1.4 \)) and \( u \) is the local particle velocity. Second the waveform travels relative to the local medium which in this
region of positive pressure is traveling in the forward direction, also with the particle
velocity \( u \). The net result is that this part of the waveform travels with a velocity
\[ c = c_0 + \frac{\gamma - 1}{2} u + u = c_0 + \frac{\gamma + 1}{2} u \]  
(18)
Equation (18) is a general result that applies to all elements of a continuous waveform;
in particular when the acoustic pressure is negative, the particle velocity is in the
opposite direction and the negative half-cycle of the waveform travels in the direction
of propagation more slowly than the zero crossings. Furthermore the excess velocity
relative to \( c_0 \) for the zero crossings is proportional to the particle velocity \( u \) (or
proportional to the acoustic pressure \( p \) through the impedance relation \( p/u = \rho c \)
where \( \rho \) is density). Thus the positive peak of a waveform travels fastest and “catches
up” to the zero crossing ahead of it, while at the same time increasing its separation
from the zero crossing that follows it. The opposite process occurs for the negative
peak of the waveform. The net result of these differences in propagation speed is
that the waveform changes shape during propagation as illustrated in figure 24.

Figure 24 represents the pressure vs. time waveform that would be detected at
successively increasing distances of propagation. The wave is assumed to be an
infinitely long series of initially sinusoidal waveforms, one cycle of which is shown in
figure 24(a); it propagates from right to left, and retarded time is used to reduce the
corresponding zero crossings to \( t = 0 \) in each case. In those parts of the waveform
where \( \frac{\partial p}{\partial t} \) is positive, this gradient increases with distance of propagation; where
negative, this gradient becomes less steep. At some distance the rate of change in
pressure may become infinitely steep (in reality, it is finite but can take place over a
distance of the order of a mean free path of the gas molecules if the pressure difference
is sufficiently great) and this denotes the formation of a shock wave. In an initially
symmetrical sinusoidal waveform this discontinuity occurs at those zero crossings
where pressure is increasing (fig. 24(c)). As the waveform continues to propagate,
the shock wave extends over a bigger change in pressure as regions of lesser pressure
immediately ahead are overtaken by it, and higher pressure regions behind the shock
catch up to it. A shock wave represents an abrupt change in acoustic pressure and
a discontinuity in particle velocity, but once formed it travels with a velocity that is
the mean of that associated with the pressures and velocities immediately ahead of
and behind it. Hence, for an initially symmetrical sinusoidal waveform, the resulting
shock waves remain symmetrical and travel with the small-amplitude speed of sound
with the result that each cycle of the wave train remains of constant wavelength and
fundamental frequency.

Once a shock wave is formed, continued use of equation (18) leads to the situation
shown by the dotted waveform in figure 24(d), in which three different pressures
would coexist simultaneously at the same place—an obvious impossibility. Instead, the shock continues to propagate with an excess velocity which is nominally zero in a continuous, symmetrical waveform, and the region where $\partial p/\partial t$ is negative becomes less steep (eq. (18) still applies in this region). In particular, the element either at, or just behind, the peak marked “A” in figure 24(d), continues to propagate with a velocity given by equation (18) and so coalesces with the shock wave. Thus an element, such as point A, that has a pressure just more than the pressure in the shock wave catches up to the shock because of its greater velocity to produce a more rapid reduction in pressure amplitude than would be predicted by linear absorption.
or dissipation mechanisms. Similar processes occur on the low pressure side of the shock, with the result that the magnitude of the shock is eroded from both sides simultaneously. This enhanced rate of dissipation of acoustic energy is caused by the enhanced rate of conversion of this energy into heat through thermal and viscous processes associated with the very large thermal gradients across the shock front.

We have so far in this section described the nonlinear distortion of a sound wave in terms of its waveform as a function of time. An equally valid approach is to consider the change in its spectrum. The spectrum of an initially sinusoidal wave (fig. 24(a)) is a single frequency $f_1$ having a wavelength $\lambda_1$ given by $\lambda_1 = c_0/f_1$. As the wave propagates and progressively distorts, in the limit into a train of triangular waveforms, as shown by the solid line waveform in figure 24(d), the initial single-frequency spectrum $f_1$ changes to include higher harmonics $nf_1$ (where $n$ is an integer). Before shocks have formed (figs. 24(a) and (b)), the amplitude of the second harmonic in a spherically spreading wave grows at a rate given by (ref. 55)

$$\frac{dp_2}{dx} = A_2(p_1) \left( \frac{z_0}{x} \right)^2 e^{2\alpha_1(x-z_0)} - \frac{p_2}{x} - \alpha_2 p_2$$

(19)

In equation (19) the first term represents the growth of the second harmonic from the fundamental at a rate depending (ref. 56) on the square of the fundamental amplitude $(p_1)_0$ which is itself subject to geometrical spreading $(z_0/x)$ and to a small-amplitude attenuation coefficient $\alpha_1$. The second term $p_2/x$ represents the geometrical spreading of the second harmonic with distance of propagation, and the third term its dissipative attenuation. Expressions similar to equation (19) can be developed for higher harmonics and integrated to obtain the amplitudes of each harmonic as a function of the distance of propagation. These details are beyond the scope of this summary and interested readers are referred to references 54 and 55. In equation (19) for a spherically spreading finite-amplitude wave, the rate of generation of the second harmonic decreases as $x^{-2}$, more rapidly than the magnitude of either the first or the second harmonic, both of which decrease as $x^{-1}$.

**Large-Amplitude Pulses**

The large-amplitude waves considered so far have been assumed to be repetitive and symmetrical. Many large-amplitude waves are, however, transient pulses such as blasts, gun shots, or sonic booms. In these waves the initial pressure disturbance, usually an increase in pressure, propagates into undisturbed air (fig. 25(a)). Subsequent parts of the disturbance can have various forms such as a decaying oscillatory waveform or after one or two half-cycles a more or less immediate return to a relatively undisturbed state.

As before, nonlinear distortion occurs due to the finite magnitude of the particle velocity $u$, as described by equation (18). The pulse becomes more distorted during propagation, and at some distance a shock may form in the pulse where the pressure rise time $\partial p/\partial t$ was initially steepest. For simplicity of description (and this is often the case of practice), we assume that this is at the beginning of the pressure disturbance. The zero crossings of the pressure pulse, up to this time (fig. 25(b)) travel with the small-amplitude sound speed $c_0$. Once a shock has formed, it propagates with a velocity that is the mean of that associated with conditions immediately ahead of and behind it. This excess velocity is in the direction of
propagation and causes the first half-cycle of the pulse to elongate as the pulse continues to propagate—later half-cycles of the pulse remain of constant duration \( \Delta t_1 \), until nonlinear distortion causes further and often unsymmetrical shocks to form in those parts of the pulse. This is illustrated in figure 25(c) where one notes that the first half-cycle has a duration \( \Delta t_2 \) that is longer than that of the second half-cycle of duration \( \Delta t_1 \). If we denote the particle velocity of the first peak of the wave, \( B \) in figure 25(c), by \( u_{\text{max}} \), then the velocity of the head shock for a pulse is given by

\[
\gamma = c_0 + \frac{\gamma + \frac{1}{4} u_{\text{max}}}{u_{\text{max}}}
\]

(20)

The second most likely place for a shock to form is at the end of the second half-cycle of the pulse, as shown in figure 25(c). This represents a typical N-wave, so-called because of its shape. Given the asymmetry of pressure usually associated with this tail shock, its mean velocity in the direction of propagation of the pulse is less than that of the zero crossings. Thus the head shock travels faster than \( c_0 \) and the tail
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(a) Decaying sine waveform.

(b) Distorted waveform with shock where pressure gradient was initially steepest.

(c) Elongated waveform.

Figure 25. Schematic of a large-amplitude sound pulse at increasing distances of propagation showing pressure changes as a function of time.
shock slower, so that both contribute to the lengthening of the pulse, or equivalently an increased time duration between the head and tail shocks. The lengthening of a pulse traveling into undisturbed air is a feature that does not occur during the propagation of large-amplitude continuous waves even when shocks are present.

In terms of the spectrum of the pulse, this lengthening process represents a shift in the sound energy to lower frequencies as propagation proceeds. This is in sharp contrast to the shift in sound energy to higher frequencies as described earlier that is related to the nonlinear distortion from an initially more or less sinusoidal waveform to one having a more nearly triangular or saw-toothed shape—a process that occurs both in pulses and in continuous waves of large amplitude.

**Sonic Booms**

An important type of large-amplitude acoustic pulse is that caused by a body traveling faster than the local speed of sound (refs. 57 and 58). Of particular interest is the sonic boom caused by an aircraft flying supersonically. Because the aircraft is flying supersonically, pressure discontinuities (shock waves) are produced instantaneously at the source and are not produced by waveform distortion during propagation. Booms recorded on the ground from high flying aircraft are often good approximations to N-waves. If the aircraft is long or is flying sufficiently high for the N-wave to lengthen appreciably during propagation over a large distance, the head and tail shocks can be heard as two separate events between which there is a brief period of quiet. Reference 59 quotes results from several NASA Technical Notes showing that the time between head and tail shocks for a fighter aircraft increases systematically from about 50 msec to about 90 msec during propagation from 20 m to 3 km.

These authors (ref. 59) and others show that the pulse shape measured near a supersonic aircraft is not a simple N-wave but exhibits fine structure relating to the details of the aircraft’s cross-sectional area and lift distribution. Each increase in cross-sectional area, such as the nose or leading edge of wing, produces its own head shock; and each decrease, such as the back end of the fuselage or wing, its own tail shock. However, following the same principles of propagation as described earlier, each head shock that starts out situated part way along the pulse, for example, that due to the leading edge of the wing, propagates faster than the local speed of sound, and makes its way forward in the pulse as the whole pulse propagates away from the aircraft. At a sufficient distance, all such intermediate head shocks coalesce with the frontmost head shock to produce a single head shock representing the beginning of the N-wave. Similarly all the intermediate tail shocks, traveling more slowly than the local speed of sound eventually coalesce into a single tail shock representing the end of the N-wave.

It is sometimes observed that sonic boom waveforms differ noticeably from well-defined N-waves. These discrepancies usually occur close to the head and tail shocks and rarely in the intermediate parts of the waveform. The peaks of the waveform may be very significantly rounded in shape; at other times the peaks appear to have sharp spikes superimposed on them. These effects are caused by propagation of the waves through turbulence and by refractive effects that can cause focusing or defocusing of the N-wave pulses at particular measuring locations. Focusing and defocusing of the waves can also be caused by aircraft maneuvers such as acceleration in straight
flight or turns. These factors have been studied by numerous workers and the reader should consult the literature for details (refs. 60–63).

**Standards**

The various sound propagation mechanisms described in the earlier sections of this chapter have all been studied and quantified by means of measurements. In some cases the measuring instruments used and methods of calculation or theories developed for these phenomena have been agreed upon and are now embodied in a number of national or international standards. A few of these standards are specific to noise from aircraft, but most are of more general application and relate to acoustical measurements of sound from almost any type of source. Here we can merely comment briefly on a number of these standards because standards are carefully developed precise documents, and anyone wishing to use a procedure described in a standard should refer to the standard itself.

The standard ANSI S1.13–1971 (R1986) (ref. 64) provides guidelines for the measurements of many different types of sound in various situations. A new standard is being developed to address specifically the special problems of measurement of sound pressure levels outdoors. The standards IEC 651(1979) (ref. 65) and ANSI S1.4–1983 (ref. 66) deal with the basic sound measurement system and specify frequency weighting and time constants. The standards ANSI S1.6–1984 (ref. 67), ANSI S1.8–1969 (R1974) (ref. 68) and ISO 1683–1983 (ref. 69) attempt to provide uniformity in the reporting of results. The latter two standards differ over the reference quantities to be used for vibratory velocity and acceleration. A major revision of ANSI S1.11 has been undertaken and the revised version, ANSI S1.11–1976 (R1986) (ref. 70), includes specifications for both digital and analog filters. The standard ANSI S1.26–1978 (ref. 5) relates directly to the propagation phenomenon described earlier in this chapter. It is currently undergoing revision to allow for more realistic values of attenuation at low frequencies and to include methods for calculating the attenuation of bands of noise and for calculating attenuation along a propagation path where the atmospheric properties change, for example, with altitude. Several other standards relate to specific types of aircraft operation under specific circumstances: SAE AIR-923 (ref. 71), SAE AIR-1672B (ref. 72), ISO 2249-1973 (ref. 73), and IEC 561(1976) (ref. 74).

The use of standard measurement procedures and methods of calculation has the obvious advantage of uniformity and of increasing the comparability of measurements made at different locations and times. However, in the subject of atmospheric sound propagation our collective knowledge of the several mechanisms involved and how they interact has advanced rapidly. For this reason, the discussion of some of the mechanisms in this chapter is based on new understanding that was not available at the time some of the standards were written.
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